Bragg scattering from a millimeter-scale periodic structure with extremely small aspect ratios.
The periodic structure on the optical surface affects the beam shape and its propagation. As the size of the optical elements becomes larger and its shape becomes complicated, the quantitative analysis of the effect of the periodic structure on the optical surface becomes indispensable given that it is very difficult to completely eliminate the microscopic periodic structures. Herein, we have experimentally investigated Bragg scattering from an optical surface with extremely small aspect ratios (~10-5) and groove densities (0.5 lines/mm). We observed the period of the constructive interference formed due to the propagation of the 0th, 1st, and -1st beam modes caused by Bragg scattering. When the periodic structure has a modulation depth of ± 50 nm, the intensity increase of constructive interference between the beam modes formed by Bragg scattering was > 10 times greater than the intensity of a flat surface at the propagation distance at which constructive interference was most pronounced. This study is envisaged to open new avenues for the quantification of the effect of periodic structures based on the observation of the interference on the beam profile formed by Bragg scattering during the beam propagation.